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Executive Summary 
The Gordon B. Hinckley Alumni and Visitor’s Center is home to several campus 
departments.  These departments are technologically serviced by the BYU Alumni 
Computer Support Representatives.  As part of their job, the Alumni CSRs spend a month 
each year purchasing new and replacing old computers used by staff.  The process of 
determining systems to be replaced, tracking computer location, and avoiding out-of-
warranty repair needs has historically been very difficult.  An complete inventory tracking 
system with easy, intuitive user interface and simple data manipulation will greatly 
streamline the processes involved with computer maintenance at the Hinckley Center. 
 
The newly built Hinckley Center inventory system allows for the easy manipulation of 
inventory data, and additionally facilitates painless addition of computers, configurations, 
and personnel to whom the computers are assigned.  Input forms, relational database 
design, data tabulation, and automated email systems all work together to provide a better 
inventory experience for Alumni CSRs and their end users alike. 
 
Microsoft Excel and Access underpin the inventory system, and unlock the door for data 
manipulation power.  Coupled with a familiar and intuitive interface, the new system 
allows for inventory tracking by laymen and computer geeks alike.  It truly helps create a 
more welcoming, inviting system for Alumni CSRs and removes many of the previous 
burdens to use, the end result of which is a more utilized, accurate, robust inventory 
solution. 

Implementation 
For the Hinckley Center inventory system, several various VBA concepts and components 
were brought together to create a solution that adds real value to the existing process in 
place at the Hinckley Center.  I will break each component down and discuss briefly its role 
in the project. 
 

Custom Toolbar Items (RibbonX) 
The objective of this project is to greatly simplify the process for adding new and 
reassigning old computers in the inventory.  The ribbon was the natural destination for 
user interaction components, and serves as the base for managing the inventory system.  
Four distinct tab groups were created under the HC INVENTORY tab, as follows 

1. Database 
a. Reload Data 



i. Used to import data manually from the Access database.  Automatic 
database refresh is disabled on loading of this project, to avoid 
potential destruction of data layout in the spreadsheet 

b. Create Table 
i. Used to morph the loaded data into a Table object.  Determines the 

range of the data loaded and creates a pre-filtered table showing only 
computers that have not been marked as surplus. 

2. Personnel 
a. Add Person 

i. Used to add a Hinckley Center employee or position to which a 
computer can be assigned.  The process of adding is completed 
through a VBA form. 

b. Remove Person 
i. Used to mark an employee or position as inactive, preventing future 

assignment of computers to the individual.  Accomplished through a 
VBA form 

3. Computers 
a. Add Computer 

i. Used to add a computer to inventory.  Requires information regarding 
system configuration, name, and assigned employee.  Accomplished 
through a VBA form. 

b. Surplus Computer 
i. Used to mark a computer as moved to surplus, rendering it invisible in 

the Table view.  A warning dialog appears to confirm that users want 
to surplus a computer, as the process of removing the computer from 
surplus must be accomplished through database manipulation 

c. Reassign Computer 
i. Used to change the designated user of a computer within the 

inventory.  An incredible time-saver when compared to current 
operations in the Hinckley Center inventory tracker. 

d. Change Configuration 
i. Used to change the designated configuration of a computer.  Hinckley 

Center computers must have a pre-defined configuration associated 
with them, and that is enforced through a simple drop-down select 
rather than open text field. 

4. Big Buy 
a. Show Expiring Warranties 

i. Used to apply a filter to the table showing only computers whose 
warranties will expire during the next calendar year.  Used when 
choosing which computers to replace during once annual Big Buy 
planning. 

b. Add Configuration 
i. Used to define a new computer configuration.  Used most heavily 

during Big Buy planning and system configuration.  Accomplished 
through a validating VBA form 

 



VBA Forms 
The use of VBA forms was extensive throughout the project, and central to the idea of data 
integrity and cleanliness.  The VBA forms built for this project check for all required fields, 
validate fields which require specific formats (dates, numbers) and preserve data 
throughout the validation process.  The VBA forms submit data to an Access database and 
facilitate automated email delivery. 
 

Access Database Connectivity 
This project is built on a relational Access database.  An implementation of ODBC 
connectivity underpins the project and allows for the retrieval, updating, and creation of 
database tuples.  Database inserts are managed through validating form GUIs, and as such 
have better data integrity at their core 
 

Automated Email 
Upon assignment of new computers to individuals, emails are automatically dispatched to 
recipient users, informing them to ensure their files are backed up, and that the timeline for 
upgrading their machines is near.  This email piggybacks off of Microsoft Outlook, an 
optimal solution for the Hinckley Center’s Exchange accounts.  User email addresses are 
accessed upon assignment of computers.  Users are instructed to contact the Alumni CSRs if 
they have any questions prior to their computer upgrade. 
 

Learning & Difficulties 
This project, while straightforward, was time-consuming and skill enhancing.  The final 
solution brings together concepts from the entire semester, and was a good refresh on how 
to accomplish specific tasks in VBA.   

Learning  
During the course of this project, I learned how to implement checking on form elements 
and the importance of ensuring your users are where they are supposed to be (appropriate 
worksheet, rows, etc.)  The mark of  a good program is one that doesn’t allow mistakes to 
be made, and I’ve tried to implement several new-to-me concepts to ensure that users are 
protected from self-harm.  Additionally, I learned about automating emails in VBA through 
the Outlook piggyback.  This was an extremely slick solution which thankfully required 
almost zero configuration on my part. 
 

Difficulties 
I struggled with database connectivity for the first several attempts at this project.  Once 
we covered database connectivity in class, however, the pieces came together.  I also 
struggled with simple things like typos, and found the best solution was to check my work 
often, making sure the program was doing exactly what I thought it should be at very small 
intervals. 



 
 


